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Paul A. Barter

Abstract: Singapore’s urban transport policies have long been unusual in vigorously slowing the
growth of growth of car ownership. Its parking policies and practices do also have some unusual
feature but are also conventional in several important respects. Most Singapore neighbourhoods are
park-once-and-walk areas, served by relatively well-managed public parking. Yet parking supply
policy still relies heavily on trying to seeks to meet parking demand on-site with each building,
using minimum parking requirements. Nevertheless, there are some signs that parking policy may
be made more consistent with Singapore’s wider transport and urban development priorities.
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Introduction: Parking in Singapore
Singapore’s urban transport policies have long been unusual for their strong efforts to limit the
growth of car ownership as a central pillar in a space-efficient growth strategy (Barter 2008 and
2013). This makes it surprising that the city-state’s parking policies and practices are relatively
conventional. There are unusual features but parking supply policy still focuses on tyring to ensure
that parking supply within each site meets its parking demand (Barter 2018). Nevertheless, will also
see that parking policy is gradually being made more consistent with Singapore’s wider priorities.
Let us start with an overview of the main categories of parking in Singapore.

Parking on-site with developments
There is no inventory (so far) of on-site parking within individual development sites. However, it
seems clear that this category is smaller in Singapore than the parking within the estates of the large
public housing sector (which is distinct from ‘on-site’ parking for several reasons and is discussed
separately below).
The quantity, layout and design of on-site parking (and, in fact, of all parking in Singapore) is
governed by standards set by the Land Transport Authority (2011).
On-site parking within the compounds of private-sector residential condominium and apartment
buildings is primarily residents-only with a small section allocated to visitor parking (Figure 1).
In contrast, much of the non-residential on-site parking is open to the public. This public parking
within building compounds is generally priced. Many buildings reserve a fraction of their parking
for season permit holders. Few such buildings reserve all of their parking for building tenants and
employees. Tenants typically get priority but many buildings also make season parking permits
available to motorists without links to the building.

Figure 1 On-site parking under a private-sector residential condominium in Toa Payoh, Singapore, 2012. Photo by
author.
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Parking in Housing and Development Board (HDB) estates
A large fraction of human activity in Singapore takes place in HDB housing estates, including the
commercial and public facilities within them, and in nearby HDB light-industrial areas. As of 2016,
HDB flats were home to 3.23 million people (Housing and Development Board 2016). This was 82
percent of Singapore’s ‘resident’ population (those with citizenship or permanent residence) or 58
percent of the total population. Most flats are purchased on a leasehold basis, not rented.
As of 2016, HDB owned and managed 615,823 car parking spaces, 6,804 goods vehicle spaces and
163,589 motorcycle parking spaces (HDB 2016). This exceeded the 2016 car fleet of 552,427
(Department of Statistics, n.d.). This parking consists of open lots, marked spaces along internal
streets within the estates and parking in Multi-Storey Car Parks (MCPs) (Figure 2).
Like HDB estates themselves, HDB parking is open to the public, without barriers or security to
exclude non-residents. The colours of the marked parking spaces indicate which spaces are open to
all (white), which are for season-permit holders only (red) and which are reserved only part time for
season parking (dashed red and white).

Figure 2 An HDB Multi-Storey Car Park (MCP) in the Serangoon area, Singapore, 2007. Photo by author.

Parking at parks managed by NParks
The National Parks Board (NParks), the agency responsible for Singapore’s parks and nature
reserves, manages 71 car parking facilities. Most of these are free of charge for motorists but since
2015, 26 of these car parks, most of them located near other generators of parking demand, charge
fees (Tan 2016).
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Urban Redevelopment Authority (URA) parking
Singapore’s planning authority, the Urban Redevelopment Authority (URA), owns and operates
14,533 on-street car parking spaces and 17,026 off-street parking spaces. In total it manages 31,559
car spaces and 5,719 motorcycle spaces, numbers dwarfed by HDB’s parking stock (Data.gov.sg
n.d.).
Most of the URA’s off-street parking is in surface car parks on vacant state land in locations
deemed to be short of parking (Figure 5). These are viewed as a temporary measure, although some
have been in place for decades.
URA now has no stand-alone multi-story car parks but until recently it had two in the financial
district. In 1964, the Public Works Department opened the six-storey Market Street Carpark
(actually around the corner on Cecil Street) with spaces for 900 cars and 300 motorcycles (Cher,
2014). In the 1980s, the ten-storey Golden Shoe Car Park (Figure 3) opened nearby on Market
Street. Both had hawker centres and/or shops on the lowest floors. Both were demolished this
decade to make way for tall buildings. Singapore then turned away from stand-alone public parking
facilities for the central area, as being a poor use of land.

Figure 3 The Golden Shoe Car Park, Market Street, Singapore, 2012. Photo by author.

Goods vehicle parking and heavy vehicle parks
HDB manages goods vehicle parking within its industrial areas. URA also manages 7,550
designated goods vehicle spaces, spread across 94 facilities, most of them Heavy Vehicle Parks
located at the fringes of HDB estates (Data.gov.sg n.d.). In 1995, the vehicle parking certificate
(VPC) system started, requiring owners of goods vehicles of 5 Tonnes or more to prove access to an
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overnight parking area before being bought or having the annual road tax renewed (Menon 2016).
Most meet this requirement by obtaining a season parking permit in a Heavy Vehicle Park.

On-Street Parking
URA manages and prices all of the 14,533 explicitly marked on-street parking spaces (Figures 5
and 6). This includes some marked parking in ‘service streets’ in front of rows of shops. On-street
parking is a small proportion of all parking in Singapore.
In many streets parking is unmanaged, being neither marked nor prohibited. This is common
especially in ‘landed-property’ areas, meaning areas with low-rise private residential properties.
Some parking in service streets in front of rows of shophouses is also unmanaged. Despite parking
problems, residents usually oppose parking management by URA since this would reduce parking
capacity and require payment by residents for season parking. Some resort to reserving spaces with
pot plants and bins. In some cases, residents request parking bans to exclude non-residents (but
some hope to continue parking in the streets themselves) (Figure 4). Parking in such areas is an
ongoing unresolved problem.

Figure 4 Parking in this “landed property” street despite the solid white line that indicates no parking is allowed. Near
Serangoon, Singapore, 2007. Photo by author.

Singapore does not make use of on-street time limits. Nor are there on-street loading zones or veryshort-term parking zones. Businesses can also legally reserve a marked parking spot for such
purposes, for a fee payable to URA. However, they sometimes resort to temporarily but illegally
reserving marked spaces when expecting a delivery.
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Figure 5 On-street URA parking in the foreground, off-street on-site parking with a building in the background, and an
off-street URA surface car park between them. Near Orchard Road, Singapore, 2012. Photo by author.

Parking problems and enforcement
This section focuses on enforcement priorities, challenges and institutional arrangements. For more
on enforcement techniques see the Technology section later.
Singapore law has the sensible basics for effective parking enforcement. Parking violations are the
responsibility of vehicle owners, so that enforcement agencies have no need to prove who was
driving. Parking violations are also generally a civil and administrative matter, requiring
intervention of the courts only in rare cases.
Each relevant agency is responsible for enforcement in its own domain: HDB in its estates, URA
for its car parks and on-street spaces, NParks in the relevant parks, and the LTA rather than the
Traffic Police (since 2010) for on-street parking offences outside marked URA parking. However,
each of these agencies generally outsource the enforcement task to private operators.
In 2015, the LTA introduced tiered fines so that a second offence within 12 months now attracts a
higher tier of fines. About half of all illegal parking traffic notices issued between 2011 and 2014
are committed by repeat offenders (Land Transport Authority 2014).
Parking enforcement on private property has not yet been a focus of any significant controversy in
Singapore, as it has in some other countries.

Parking prices
Current prices in the common parking types in Singapore are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1 Singapore parking prices (as of early 2018). Prices in Singapore Dollars.
Parking category

Parking subcategory

Parking prices

HDB season

Resident first car

110 (covered); 80
(surface)

Non-residents and
residents’ second
or subsequent cars

120 (covered); 90
(surface)

Season parking
scheme for nonresident family

55 (covered); 40 (surface)

Motorcycle

20 (covered);
15 (surface)

Concessionary
Season Parking
for Motorcycles

5 (covered);
3 (surface)

Central area car

1.20 per half hour (7am to
5pm); Otherwise 0.60 per
half hour

Central-area peak
period car

1.40 per half hour

Outside central
area car

0.60 per half hour

Outside centralarea peak period
car

0.70 per half hour

Certain car-parks. The times included depend
on the car park.

Overnight parking

Capped at $5 per night

For overnight parking (between 10.30pm and
7am) without a season permit

Motorcycle

0.65 flat fee per parking
event

URA on-street

All categories

Same as HDB rates
generally

URA off-street

All categories

Same as HDB rates
generally

HDB short term

NParks

Comments

Intended for frequent visitors to family in a
particular HDB area.

Motorcycle owners with season parking at
their HDB home can pay a top up fee to park
without short-term charges at all other HDB
and most URA parking.

Certain car-parks. The times included depend
on the car park.

Priced hours vary. Some is 7am-5pm
weekdays. Some is 7am-10.30pm.

Same as HDB generally

In 23 of 71 NParks car parks that charge fees.
In response to public outcry, some of the
priced NParking car parks have a free-ofcharge period from 6.30 to 8.30 am.

Shopping Centres in
central area

Visitor parking

roughly $2 to $5 per hour
on weekdays

Some have validation with a receipt for
spending above a certain level.

Shopping Centres
outside central area

Visitor parking

Generally close to noncentral HDB rates.

Some have validation or other discounts at
certain times.

Office in central area

Visitor parking

roughly $4 to $8 per hour
on weekdays

Office in central area

Season parking

about $300 to $600 per
month, depending on the
location

Some offer season parking also to nontenants.

Office (and other
workplaces) outside
central area

Visitor parking

Similar to HDB visitor
parking rates nearby

HDB is the price leader in most such areas

Office (and other
workplaces) outside
central area

Season parking

Similar to HDB season
parking rates for nonresidents

HDB is the price leader in most such areas
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Sources: Urban Redevelopment Authority (2016a), Housing and Development Board (n.d. a. and n.d. b), sgCarMart
(n.d.), Tan (2016)

Public-sector visitor car parking fees are based on duration of parking as would be expected.
However, motorcycles pay a flat fee per visit.
Visitor parking fees generally apply all the time in HDB car parks. Sundays and Public Holidays
are free of charge only in car parks included in the ‘Free Parking Scheme on Sundays and Public
Holidays’. On-street parking paid times vary a little from place to place.
HDB and URA short-term parking prices have only limited geographic differentiation, with just
two parking price zones, the central area where a higher price is charged between 7am and 5pm
Monday to Saturday, and areas outside the central area. Both HDB and URA follow the convention
that visitor parking spaces in the central area that are priced at the higher rate are marked in yellow
rather than the white used elsewhere.
URA parking prices are generally the same as in HDB parking. Unlike HDB parking, URA parking
is often priced only during working hours, except in locations where parking demand is high
outside working hours.
The prices of season parking permits in HDB estates do not vary from place to place. City centre
HDB residents pay the same season parking prices as those in the furthest flung estates.
On-site parking with private-sector buildings have market based parking prices with no regulation
of their fees. Yet, CBD parking prices are relatively low compared with those in comparable sized
Western city CBDs. This is presumably because supply is relatively high (with many buildings built
under earlier parking minimums that were higher than todays) while demand is suppressed by
Singapore’s TDM measures. Outside the core of the city, private-sector buildings tend to have
parking prices similar to HDB prices.

Figure 6 Priced URA on-street parking in Blair Road in 2012. This is an unusual case of on-street parking that is
reserved for season parking permit holders (residents) at night. Photo by author.
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Parking price-setting practices
Prices for HDB and URA parking for cars were raised in 2016, justified with reference to
increasing costs and the long period since the last general increase in 2002.
Parking price-setting is not yet based on any clear or systematic goal (such as preventing highoccupancy). The policy of having free parking on Sundays and public holidays reveals some
incoherence. High parking demand on these days is a common reason for removing this policy from
certain HDB estates. However, the policy does apply to on-street parking in many areas, such as
Serangoon Gardens, where the parking pressure is extremely intense on Sundays and public
holidays. The lack of a clear and defensible criterion for setting parking prices makes parking
pricing more politically difficult than it needs to be.
However, in a sign of change, certain HDB car parks have since 2016 had peak-period premium
prices (Table 1). This policy suggests the authorities are beginning to experiment with the idea of
demand-based price-setting.

Transport and Mobility
This section highlights how parking policies and practice fit into the broader context of Singapore’s
mobility system and the key transport policies shaping it.

Transport system overview
Since the early 1970s, Singapore has recognised the impossibility of allowing unconstrained traffic
growth on a small island (Barter 2008). The 1971 Concept Plan was transit-oriented and urged
strong Travel Demand Management (TDM) including the slowing of car-ownership growth using
high vehicle taxes and the world’s first congestion charging scheme (which later evolved into
Electronic Road Pricing - ERP). As of 2012, buses and rail carried 49.5 percent of motorised
passenger trips, with taxis taking another 7 percent (Land Transport Authority 2013). Since 1990,
the Vehicle Quota System (VQS) means that auctions for a limited number of Certificates of
Entitlement add a further cost to vehicle purchases.
Car ownership peaked in 2010 at 115 cars per 1000 people but has since dropped after the VQS’s
targeted annual vehicle fleet growth rate was reduced in steps from three percent per annum to zero.
In fact, the car fleet actually dropped by 60 thousand from 2013 to 2017 (Department of Statistics
n.d.). This must have reduced demand for parking, especially home-based parking. As of 2017, car
ownership was only 97 per 1000 persons.
In this new context, a ‘car-lite Singapore’ has emerged as an important policy stream.

Parking as part of Singapore’s transport story
Parking management in the early decades after independence was focused on reducing road
obstruction by getting on-street parking under control and by promoting off-street parking.
Awareness that excessive parking demand is associated with traffic was shown in the CBD Parking
Levy policy which began in the 1980s and lasted until 1998. A monthly parking levy of S$60 was
imposed on owners of each non-residential CBD parking space (Menon 2016). Some parking
owners responded by closing parts of their facilities. This reflected some success with the levy but
oddly contradicted the minimum parking requirements.
The ongoing use of parking minimums has long seemed out of step with the rest of Singapore’s
TDM policies. However, lowering the parking minimums in the city centre in 1990 and again in
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2002 has allowed market prices for CBD parking to rise. This performs a TDM role and
complements ERP in deterring some car travel to that area.

Social Trends
This section considers social and behaviour trends that influence the parking situation.

Workplace parking
A large proportion of parking at workplaces is priced. A small survey in 2009 found that more than
40% of respondents who drove to work paid for parking at their workplace (Asian Development
Bank 2011). Most workplace parking is paid on a long-term ‘season parking’ basis (without
discounts for days not used) which unfortunately creates an incentive to drive every day.
Workplace parking provided by employers below the local market price would be considered a nonwage benefit-in-kind and be subject to taxation in Singapore. Similarly, the Singapore Government
as an employer has a ‘clean wage policy’ that seeks to phase out non-wage benefits, including
parking. Accordingly, almost all public-sector workplace parking has long been charged and this
has recently been extended to military bases and, controversially, to schools (Teng 2018).

Car-sharing and parking
In Singapore, car ownership reductions are driven primarily by direct policy towards the growth of
the car fleet (the vehicle quota system as discussed above). Factors like car-sharing can be seen as
complementing this by making it more palatable for the population.
The Government encouraged car-sharing to start in 1997 but then refrained from active official
promotion. Although the industry remains small, the official attitude to car-sharing has recently
become more positive. This includes more official help to secure parking spaces (Figure 7),
including for the large new entrant, BlueSG (Figure 8).

Figure 7 Parking reserved for car-sharing in an HDB town-centre car park in Serangoon, Singapore. Photo by author.
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Figure 8 On-street parking dedicated to the new BlueSG electric car-sharing service, 2018. Photo by author.

Ride-hailing and bike sharing
Ride-hailing firms Grab and Uber (now departed, having sold its Singapore operations to Grab)
increased rapidly from 2014 to rival conventional taxis in trips and far eclipse them in terms of
vehicle numbers (Tan, C. 2017).
Like car-sharing, the rise of ride-hailing may be helping to make living without a car more
convenient. Ride-hailing has also been opening a new path to car ownership for some ride-hail
drivers who would otherwise not be able to afford it. Both of these effects may be easing the
political pain of the newly falling car fleet.
Both ride-hailing and the newly ubiquitous dockless bike sharing services (since early 2017) are
said to be heavily used for short trips to activity hubs around MRT stations. However, it is not yet
clear if many were formerly car trips and if parking demand is changing as a result.

Parking for people with disabilities
Singapore has been working towards more universal accessibility over the last two decades.
As of 2017, there were reportedly 6,000 wheelchair accessible car parking spaces in the various
Government run parking facilities (Tan, S. 2017). However, on-street accessible spaces are not
provided, to my knowledge.
The building code requires that in every parking facility 50% of car park floors be accessible and
that there must be one accessible space in the first 50, one more for the next 50 and then one
accessible space for every subsequent 200 spaces or part thereof (Building and Construction
Authority 2013). Activists have pointed out that this requirement is too low (Tan, S. 2016).
There are two schemes for providing car park labels for people with physical disabilities, one for
drivers using bulky mobility devices and a second for caregivers of passengers with disabilities (SG
Enable n.d.). The caregivers scheme allows parking for no more than one hour in an accessible
space, which seems overly restrictive.
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Fake labels or misuse of the labels seem not to be significant problems, although label security
features were enhanced in 2017. The incentive for such cheating is low since motorists with
disabilities pay for parking in Singapore. There is however a significant problem with short-term
illegal parking in accessible spaces by motorists without a label.

Park(ing) Day in Singapore
Singapore has been involved in the international PARK(ing) Day events since 2013. The first round
was initiated by students, academics and design professionals and URA has supported and helped
organise the event since 2014 as part of its Our Favourite Place programme (Urban Redevelopment
Authority 2017a).

Land-Use
Parking is highly space consuming and much of the urban landscape in Singapore has a high
density of floor space, activity and/or population.

Parking in a dense and a spatially constrained city
The population density of Singapore’s urbanized land is roughly 100 to 110 persons per urban
hectare (based on land-use data in URA, 2013). This is high compared with most European or
Japanese cities but low relative to large Chinese and Korean cities (Kenworthy and Laube 2001).
However, HDB estates are developed at high densities. Early HDB estates had surface parking but
the use of Multi-Story Car Parks (MCPs) has gradually increased. HDB makes little use of
underground parking, which is now typical in most private condominiums and in office
developments in dense areas.

Mixed land uses and ‘walkable parking’
Many areas in Singapore, including many HDB areas, have a mix of land uses. And, as mentioned
earlier, much parking, including on-site parking with buildings and a large fraction of HDB
parking, is open to the public and priced. In other words, many parts of Singapore are ‘park-onceand-walk’ areas (with ‘walkable parking’) (Barter 2018b).

Technology
This section will discuss mainly technological developments within parking.

Payments technologies: the coupon system
Singapore has never used parking meters for the collection of on-street parking fees.
Formally designated on-street parking spaces and official collection of parking fees began in 1965
and helped reign in illegal fee collection by informal parking attendants (Menon 2016). Until 1980,
the official fees were collected by uniformed attendants who issued receipts.
In 1980, labour shortage prompted a change. Pre-purchased park-and-display coupons were chosen
over parking meters for being similarly effective and much cheaper (Azhar Ghani 2011). Chads
must be torn to indicate the correct date and time and coupons with enough value must be displayed
on the vehicle dashboard, much like tickets from pay-and-display meters elsewhere (Figure 9). The
coupon system was also the off-street fee collection approach in HDB and URA parking.
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Downsides of the coupon system include enforcement difficulty, inconvenience of having to
estimate parking duration, and a tendency for motorists to cheat a little and/or to overstay.

Figure 9 Parking payment coupons, torn and displayed on a car dashboard. Singapore, 2012. Photo by author.

Payments technologies: EPS gantries
The most widespread approach to off-street parking fee collection today is the Electronic Parking
System (EPS) (Figure 10), which uses the same microwave gantry system as the Electronic Road
Pricing (ERP) system introduced in 1998. The fee is deducted from a stored-value card inserted into
an in-vehicle unit. EPS fee collection has gradually become nearly universal in private-sector offstreet public parking and is used in more and more public sector off-street parking.
This approach cannot be used for on-street parking. But for off-street parking it has some clear
advantages over coupon-based fee collection. It has a higher initial cost but allows for a ten-minute
grace period, eases enforcement and enables per-minute pricing which encourages turnover more
effectively than the half-hour time blocks in the coupon system.
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Figure 10 HDB-owned parking (operated by private contractor) showing the EPS system and featuring premium peak
period charges. in Hougang town centre, Singapore, 2017. Photo by author.

Payments technologies: Parking.Sg app
Singapore has been late to introduce a parking payments app for smart phones but did so in 2017.
The app, Parking.sg, can now be used in place of coupons in all parking areas where coupons a
payment method. It has all of the usual features of such apps, including the ability to extend a
parking session easily, to end it early, and to monitor the validity of the parking session. The app
was developed by URA with the Housing Development Board and the Government Technology
Agency of Singapore.

Payments technologies: future parking payments via positioning-based ERP system
From 2020 or so, another payment option for outdoor parking, especially on-street parking, will
probably emerge as a spin-off application of a new positioning-based Electronic Road Pricing
(ERP) system (Land Transport Authority 2016a).
It is not yet clear if this may force change to the EPS system for off-street parking. Vehicles may
need two in-vehicle units, one (the existing type) to continue paying for off-street parking using
EPS and a new one for the new ERP system and its parking payments.

Enforcement technologies
Most detection of parking violations in Singapore is by human observations. Enforcement of
payment violations under the coupon system is obviously labour intensive but much-needed since
motorists frequently overstay or cheat by indicating a late start time. Payment violations are much
less frequent with the Electronic Parking System (EPS) gantries, although tailgating to avoid
payment does occur.
Parking wardens use digital handheld devices with camera capabilities. License Plate Recognition
(LPR) technology is not yet widespread in routine parking enforcement. RFID tag technology has
also improved enforcement of season permits.
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Hotspots of illegal short-term parking on busy roads have been a persistent problem, prompting
intensified LTA enforcement using Closed-Circuit Television (CCTV) cameras to detect and to
deter such parking.
Singapore’s vehicle registration database is reliable, so most parking violations result in a notice
affixed to the vehicle and sent by mail. However, wheel-clamping and towing are also used in
certain circumstances.

Parking Guidance
The LTA has set up digital parking guidance signs in several busy central areas, such as Marina
Centre Sentosa and Orchard Road. The vacancy numbers in various parking facilities are
monitored, reported automatically and displaced on variable message signs at strategic locations.
Similar signs at the entrances to parking facilities (both public sector and private) are an
increasingly common sight.

EV charging and parking
By 2016, there were only about 100 charging points for Plug-In Electric Vehicles in parking
facilities (Lokesh and Tay 2017). However, a charging standard for electric vehicle charging
infrastructure was adopted in June 2016, with the Type 2 AC and Combo-2 DC charging systems
would be adopted (Energy Market Authority n.d.). Now Singapore Power Group plans 500
charging points by 2020 and electricity retailer Red Dot Power is installing 50 charging stations
(Amir Yusof 2018 and Soh 2018). As a spinoff of the BlueSG electric car-share scheme the
company will also make 400 charging points (in its eventual network of 500 stations with 2000
charging points) available for public use (LTA 2017).

Automated vehicles
The Singapore Government is enthusiastic about the potential for Automated Vehicles (AVs) and is
working to make Singapore a centre for research and innovation in this area. However, it is too
soon to comment about the potential impact of AVs on Singapore parking.

Planning Policies
This section focuses on parking in urban planning, including the role of parking requirements.

Relocation of land-uses that cause parking nuisance
Singapore often uses land-use planning as an explicit solution to parking problems.
For decades, land-uses associated with nuisance from parking, such as warehouses and markets,
have been systematically relocated and rebuilt with modern parking and with loading and unloading
areas.
Since 2002, the URA and the LTA have sought to ease parking problems in 18 areas with many
restaurants but with limited parking by capping the number of restaurants in each (Urban
Redevelopment Authority 2016b).
Certain other eateries located along busy roads have had their operating licences revoked as a
response to illegal parking and parking complaints from nearby residents (Hong 2012).
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Minimum parking requirements
Parking minimums were recommended by a 1937 traffic committee and subsequently adopted in
the 1960s (Menon 2016). They were previously wholly a URA responsibility but are now set by the
LTA while being enforced by the URA.
HDB housing is not subject to the LTA’s minimum parking provision standards however the HDB
does apply the LTA’s guidelines to its commercial developments. Unfortunately, HDB does not
publicly disclose its residential parking supply guidelines. The fact that HDB season parking fees
are set at the same price island-wide probably prompts it to over-invest in parking in inner areas
where land costs are high and non-car accessibility is best. Pricing inner-city season parking at a
higher price than in outer areas (in line with housing and land prices) would reduce demand for
inner-city HDB parking so that less would be needed.
Singapore has no motorcycle parking requirements. But it has, in 2018, introduced new bicycle
parking requirements for new developments.
Singapore has a complicated set of 50 distinct land uses that each have their own parking
requirement (Land Transport Authority 2011).
Table 2 A small selection of some of Singapore’s parking requirements (‘provision standards’)

Use Categories

Residential (non-HDB)
Offices
Retail (including
supermarkets of less
than 1,500 m2)
Supermarket with
gross floor area >=
1,500 m2
Restaurants,
nightclub,
coffeehouse, bar,
cafeteria, eating
house and canteen

Minimum Parking Provision Standards
(car spaces required based on unit or gross floor area)
Zone 1
Zone 2
Zone 3
= the city (Restricted
= areas within 400m of
= the rest of the
Zone) and Marina Bay
rapid transit system
country
stations outside Zone 1
All Zones: 1 per 1 residential unit.
1 per 450 m2

1 per 250 m2

1 per 200 m2

1 per 400 m2

1 per 200 m2

1 per 150 m2

1 per 400 m2

1 per 60 m2

1 per 50 m2

For 1st 150 m2: 1 per 150 m2
After 1st 150 m2:1 per 60 m2

After 1st 150 m2:1 per 60 m2

After 1st 150 m2:1 per 50 m2

Sources: Land Transport Authority (2011 and 2012)
Note: The Rules also permit a “range-based car parking provision” (up to 20% fewer car parking spaces than the
prevailing standard) for non-residential developments island-wide and residential developments in Zones 1 and 2 to
give developers some flexibility to better match parking provisions with their assessment of demand.

Parking standards and floor area exemption
Parking space up to the relevant parking provision standard is exempt from counting towards the
Gross Floor Area (GFA) used to calculate the Floor Area Ratio (FAR) used by the URA in
evaluating development proposals. However, residential and industrial land uses, including business
parks, are special cases for which ALL parking is exempt from counting towards GFA. For all other
land uses, parking space built in excess of the parking standard does count towards GFA. This is a
key reason that developers in Singapore tend to view the parking standards as both minimums AND
maximums for commercial buildings.
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Limited flexibility in parking minimums
Singapore’s minimum parking requirements have some (limited) forms of flexibility.
One of these is the Range Based Parking Standards (RCPS) mentioned above in the note to Table 2.
This sets the minimum allowable parking provision 20 percent below the prevailing requirement.
However, take up seems to be low. This may be linked with the GFA parking exemption mentioned
above.
Singapore allows developers to pay a ‘deficiency charge’ instead of building required parking.
However, this is usually allowed only if the LTA is satisfied that it is technically and physically
impossible to build full parking provision and if there are permanent public car parks in the vicinity.
The 2011 parking provision standards specify the deficiency charges as $32,000 per deficient car
parking space for the Central Area and $16,000 per deficient car parking space elsewhere.
Conserved heritage buildings (or conserved heritage parts of buildings) in gazetted conservation
areas are exempt from the minimums in most cases.
Singapore has no floor area threshold below which parking minimums do not apply.
The URA reportedly also considers requests to use parking spaces for storage or industrial
production and grants them under certain conditions for certain kinds of buildings (Tan 2013).

Changing parking requirements
Singapore generally has rather low parking requirements by international standards (Barter 2018a).
It is concerned about both parking shortage and oversupply.
Parking minimums in the 1970s and 1980s required excessive parking even in the central area and
in what became MRT station vicinities.
In 1990, zones with different parking standards were introduced and non-residential standards for
the central area and places near rail stations were lowered by about 50%. In 2002, standards for
office and retail in Zone 1 were further reduced. In 2005, the ‘range-based parking standards’ were
introduced.
Internationally, cities with excellent public transport and many park-once-and-walk areas (as
Singapore does) tend to be a focus for reforms to lower or abolish minimum parking requirements.
However, Singapore is cautious. In fact, in 2002, when CBD office and retail parking standards
were lowered, those for Zone 2 were actually increased slightly. The 2002 proposals initially
included reduced residential parking requirements within 200 m of a rapid transit station (to one
space per 1.5 residential units) but within a few months the one space per one unit standard was
reinstated (Figure 11). In 2012, supermarkets became a distinct land-use category and, in Zones 2
and 3, large supermarkets were given a higher parking standard than other retail (1 car space per 50
or 60 m2 of floor space).
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Figure 11 Meeting parking minimums for developments on small lots is a challenge. Jo Chiat area, Singapore, 2016.
Photo by author.

However, further change is coming in 2018. Singapore did not have parking maximums in the past,
although in 2016 the URA did impose a cap on the number of car parking spaces for a particular
white site in Marina South with excellent public transport access (Urban Redevelopment Authority
2017b, 13). Legislative change in early 2018 has given the LTA the ability to set both a lower limit
on parking spaces and an upper limit. In other words, there will be both parking minimums and
maximums. The specifics of the new parking standards are due to be announced late in 2018. The
LTA will also be allowed to administratively approve other parking provision arrangements that
allow developers to try ‘new parking concepts such as hub car parks in future car-lite precincts’
(Ministry of Transport, 2018). However, there is no sign yet of ‘car free’ developments.

Converting parking in excess of current requirements
If a development has surplus car parking space as a result of a downward revision in the parking
requirements, then the owners can apply to permanently convert the surplus parking to other uses.
After the 2002 changes to parking minimums, several retail developments converted some
basement parking into retail space.
Surprisingly, buildings with a surplus that results from initial overprovision at the time of
development are generally only allowed to convert such parking on a temporary basis (except
commercial, mixed use and hotel developments in the central area which can, since 2016, apply to
permanently convert such parking) (Urban Redevelopment Authority 2016c).

Bundled condominium parking versus unbundled public-housing parking
HDB residents who own vehicles have for decades had to pay for season permits, meaning that
HDB parking is ‘unbundled’ from the price of HDB housing. This must play a role (together with
other policies) in discouraging car ownership.
This unbundling is also equitable in avoiding (or at least greatly reducing) cross-subsidy from
carless households to those with a car. HDB apparently aims for full cost recovery with its pricing
of parking, although in 2004 the Auditor General’s report questioned HDB’s large supply of
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parking and its deficit on parking (Auditor General 2004). Unfortunately, recent HDB annual
reports no longer provide sufficient detail to assess this issue.
By contrast with HDB, Singapore’s private multi-family housing (mostly condominiums) usually
do bundle parking permits with housing unit costs. However, some developments seek an extra
payment for the second and subsequent cars of multi-car households.
Parking is considered part of the common property in both HDB and in condominiums. In both
forms of housing, resident parking permits allow for parking anywhere within the common parking
area, not for an allocated space. Condominium parking spaces in Singapore cannot be individually
leased or bought and sold as they can in some cities.

Park and ride
In 1975, when the cordon pricing scheme began, it was feared that motorists would not shift to
mainstream buses. This prompted construction of park-and-ride Fringe Car Parks outside the priced
cordon, with frequent shuttle buses into the central area. About 10,000 fringe parking spaces were
provided and priced cheaply. However, this park-and-ride scheme was a much-criticised flop with
very low usage (Menon, 2016).
Between 1993 and 2016 another park-and-ride scheme served the MRT. Users signed up for
discounted parking in HDB or URA parking near MRT stations. These were not purpose-built parkand-ride lots but used parking space in car parks with spare capacity in work hours, such as at
sports facilities or in HDB residential areas (Figure 12). However, the scheme was abolished in
2016. It had low take-up, serving fewer than 0.1% of MRT trips, with only 40 percent of available
spaces being used and fewer than half of those actually rode the trains (Land Transport Authority
2016b).
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Figure 12 Price sign board including the former Park & Ride scheme at a Multi-storey Car Park in a residential HDB
estate close to Queenstown MRT station, 2016. Photo by author.

Conclusion
Singapore’s parking is interesting and unique in a number of ways, while also being conventional in
several important respects. It does not seriously mismanage or oversupply parking. But, despite
Singapore’s pioneering TDM policies, it has never been at the cutting edge of policy innovation on
parking. However, there are some signs that Singapore may soon make further parking policy
changes that could be of international interest.
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